We build the operating system for impact risk management and reporting.
The global infrastructure market has a big problem: managing & reporting climate & ESG risks.

Climate change significantly increases investment risks.

Reporting is a headache (e.g. SFDR).

Shareholders and customers want transparency.

ESG regulations are getting tougher.

For **thousands** of market participants:

- >3,500 Infrastructure funds
- >2,000 green bonds p.a.
- >450 development banks & institutions
- >100,000 Other market participants
VIDA makes ESG & climate risk management easy

Easy to use map view

Assess several climate risk data of anywhere in world

Real time monitoring of individual assets and portfolios

Automated reportings

Collaboration with global teams, consultants and partners

Already used by standard setting customers
VIDA’s simple, intuitive software can be used by non-specialists

**Key features**

**01 De-risk**
Explore 100s of geospatial data layers to identify any climate and ESG risks before investing.

**02 Manage Portfolio**
Bring in impact data from you and your stakeholders

**03 Report & monitor**
More impact, better decisions, automated reporting & lower risk
EXPLORE & DE-RISK

VIDA provides global climate and ESG risk data layers.

Explore potential investment sites risks and complete your ESG and climate due-diligence in VIDA.
MANAGE PORTFOLIO

Manage the impact created from invested sites using VIDA. Invite internal team and investee to collaborate and collect impact data at a regular interval.

Access 100s of data layers to validate impact data.
Use the dashboard of VIDA to monitor the overall impact of your fund.

Generate reports in well known template such as SDG, SFDR8 or your custom impact report.
Trusted by a **global** customer base

**Development**
- THE WORLD BANK
- USAID
- Federal Government of Nigeria
- Government of Sierra Leone
- Bboxx

**Infrastructure Investors**
- IFC
- KfW
- Kommunal Kredit

**Multinational corporations**
- Rio Tinto
- TotalEnergies
Get in touch!
darell@vida.place
www.VIDA.place